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A STUDY OF ELGAR1
By DANIEL GREGORY MASON
THE most inspiring chapters of musical history are those thattell of the struggles of great men, spurred by the desire forfree, sincere, and personal speech, to wrest the musical lan-
guage out of the triteness long conventional usage has given it; to
make it say something new; to add, so to speak, to the impersonal
organ chord it sounds an overtone of their particular human
voices. This is what stirs us when we think of Beethoven, after
he had written two symphonies in the style of Haydn and Mozart,
finding himself at the opening of "a new road," leading he knew
not whither, but irresistibly summoning him; of Gluck, at fifty,
protesting against the hollowness of the Italian operas he had been
writing up to that time; of Franck, still older, finding at last the
secret of that vague, groping, mystical harmonic style he made so
peculiarly his own. Men dread liberty, says Bernard Shaw, be-
cause of the bewildering responsibility it imposes and the uncom-
mon alertness it demands; no wonder that they acclaim as truly
great only those artists who fully accept this responsibility and
successfully display this alertness. And it may be suggested that
the more conventional, and therefore paralyzing to personal ini-
tiative, the style from which the artist takes his departure, the
more alertness does he require, and the more credit does he deserve
if he arrives at freedom. If this be true, Sir Edward Elgar, who,
starting at English oratorio, has arrived at the cosmopolitan yet
completely individual musical speech of the first symphony, the
Variations, and parts of "The Dream of Gerontius," is surely one
of the great men of our time.
For nothing, not even stark crudity, is so unfavorable to
artistic life as the domination by a conventional formalism like
that of the Handel-Mendelssohn school from which Elgar had to
start. I t may take a great artist like Dvofak or Verdi to build an
art on the naivetes of Bohemian folk-song or the banalities of Ital-
ian opera; but to free an art from the tyranny of drowsy custom,
as Elgar has done, requires not only a great artist, but something
of a revolutionary. Elgar's whole life is a gradual and progressive
1
 Thf author is indebted to Mr. H. W. Gray, of the H. W. Gray Company, (or
the generous loan of Elgar scores used in the preparation of this article.
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self-emancipation from the limitations of inherited style, an escape
from habit to initiative, from formality to eloquence, from insu-
larity to cosmopolitanism. Nor has this progress been the less
inspiring in that it has been spasmodic, subject to interruptions,
and never complete. In that respect it shares the lovable imper-
fection of all things human. I t has been instinctive rather than
reasoned, has proceeded largely by trial and error, and has counted
among its experiments almost as many failures as successes. There
are commonplace pages in almost everything Elgar has written,
unless it be the "Enigma" Variations. But the important point is
that however much, in moments of technical inattention or emo-
tional indifference, he may fall back into the formula: of his school,
he has at his best left them far behind, and made himself the peer
of his greatest continental contemporaries in wealth and variety of
expression—of such men as Strauss in Germany and d'Indy in
France.
What are these never-quite-ejected formulae, lurking in Elgar's
brain, ever ready to guide his pen when for a moment he forgets to
think and feel? If we look at the opening chorus of "The Black
Knight," written in 1893, and numbered opus 25, we shall get a
working notion of them.
From the opening chorus of "The Black Knight". Op. 26
Allegro maestoso
How this passage calls up the atmosphere of the typical Eng-
lish choral festival: the unwieldy masses of singers, the scarcely
less unwieldy orchestra or organ, the ponderous movement of the
music, half majestic, half tottering, as of a drunken elephant, the
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well-meaning ineptitude of the expression, highly charged with
good nature but innocent of nuance! There is the solid diatonic
harmony, conscientiously divided between the four equally indus-
trious parts. There is the thin disguising of the tendency of this
hymn-tune type of harmony to sit down, so to speak, on the accent
of each measure, by a few conventional suspensions. There is the
attempt to give the essentially stagnant melody a specious air of
busyness by putting in a triplet here and a dot or short rest there.
And there is the sing-song phraseology by which a phrase of four
measures follows a phrase of four measures as the night the day.
In short, there is the perfectly respectable production of music by
the yard, on the most approved pattern, undistorted by a breath
of personal feeling or imagination.
How far Elgar, whenever his imagination is stirred, can get
away from this conventional vacuity, even without departing
materially from its general idiom, may as well be shown at once,
for the sake of the illuminating contrast, by the quotation of a
bit of genuine Elgar—the "Nimrod" in the "Enigma" Variations,
opus 36 (1899).
"Nimrod" from the Enigma Variations
Adagio
This touching tribute to a friend of the composer, Mr. A. J.
Jaeger (the English equivalent of whose name, hunter, suggested
the title), has all the serious thoughtfulness, the tenderness coupled
with aspiration, the noble plainness, that belong to Elgar at his
best. And it is a striking fact that the originality of the passage
(for no one but Elgar could have written it) is due to subtle, almost
unanalyzable qualities in the mode of composition rather than to
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any unusual features of style. The harmonic style, indeed, is quite
the same simple diatonic one as that of "The Black Knight"
chorus, showing that, in music as in literature, noble poetry can
be made from the same materials as doggerel. There is the same
predominance of simple triads and seventh chords, especially the
more rugged sevenths, for which Elgar has a noticeable fondness;
the same frequent use of suspensions, though here it is dictated by
emotion rather than by custom; t ie same restless motion of the
bass, one of the hall-marks of Elgar's style. The melody, however,
shows a tendency to large leaps, often of a seventh, in alternating
directions, giving its line a sharply serrated profile. This, it may
be noted, is also one of the outstanding features of his more
personal thought. But above all should be observed the rhyth-
mic flexibility that here takes the place of sing-song:—the free
sweep of the line, scorning to rest on the accents, soaring through
its long continuous flight like a bird in a favoring gale.
We have here, then, the vein of expression at once plain,
serious, and noble, which makes Elgar at his best both English
and universal. It recurs frequently throughout the whole body of
his work: in the "Go forth" chorus in "Gerontius," so finely used
in the prelude; in the theme of the Variations; in the fundamental
theme of the first symphony, which dominates the entire work
and in which Elgar reaches perhaps his most exalted utterance; in
the themes of the slow movement of the same symphony; and in
another way in the Prince Hal theme of "Falstaff." Some may
feel that this is the essential Elgar. Yet there is also in this
quiet Englishman a passionate mysticism, a sense of subtle spir-
itual experience, which has urged him to develop progressively
quite another mode of musical speech. On this side he is related
to Wagner and to Cesar Franck. Like them he has realized that
there is a whole range of feeling, inaccessible to the diatonic sys-
tem of harmony, that can be suggested by harmony based on the
chromatic scale, and even more vividly and subtly by a harmonic
system that opens up a path between all the keys, that makes
them all available together—by what we may call, in short,
"polytonal" harmony. This polytonal harmonic system is
common to "Tristan und Isolde," to Franck's "Les Beatitudes,"
to much of Chopin, and to many parts of "The Dream of Geron-
tius," however much they may differ in other respects.
Elgar began early to experiment in this direction. Even in
"The Black Knight," for example, at the word "rock" in the lines
When he rode into the lists
The castle 'gan to rock,
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we have the following progression, equally striking from the
musical and the dramatic point of view:
From "The Black Knight"
Allegro molto e con fuoco
This is what Mr. Carl W. Grimm has well named a "modu-
lating sequence;" that is, each unit group of harmony (in this case
a measure in length) is the sequential repetition of the preceding,
yet the chromatic texture is so managed that each begins in a new
key; the total effect is thus much more novel and exciting than is
that of the traditional monotonal sequence. Yet, as Mr. Stillmari-
Kelley has pointed out in a closely reasoned essay,1 however ingen-
ious may be the arrangement of the modulating sequence on the
harmonic side, it is liable to the same fault that besets the mono-
tonal sequence—that is, rhythmic monotony. Once we have the
pattern, we know what to expect; and if the composer gives us
exactly what we expect the effect is too obvious, and we are bored.
I t is precisely by his avoidance of this literal repetition, says Mr.
Kelley, that Wagner, in such a modulating sequence as that of
the Pilgrims' Chorus, maintains both the rhythmic and the har-
monic vitality of the music.
Judged by the standard thus suggested, the sequence on the
word "rock" is seen to be too literally carried out. The pattern
is applied with the mechanical regularity of a stencil, necessarily
with an equally mechanical result. I t must be said in the interest
of just criticism that Elgar frequently falls into this fault. Even
Gerontius' cry of despair, so magnificently developed by the
orchestra, contains less of subtle variety than is given to that
curiously similar cry of Amfortas in "Parsifal" by the "inversion"
of the parts, while the priest's adjuration to his departing soul*
and the chorus afterward based on it, become irritatingly monot-
onous through the literal repetition of a pattern admirable in
•"Recent Developments in Musical Theory," by Edgar StiUman-Kelley.
Musical Conner, July 1 and 8, 1908.
•Vocal score, page SB.
The
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itself. At the beginning of the Development in the first move-
ment of the second symphony there is a passage illustrating the
same fault. The tonal and harmonic coloring here are singularly
impressive, and quite original; as Mr. Ernest Newman remarks
in his analysis:1
A new and less sunny cast has come over the old themes. .
The harmonies have grown more mysterious; the scoring is more veiled;
the dynamics are all on a lower scale.
Everything favors, in fact, a most impressive effect except the
structure; but that, through its over-literal application of the
modulating sequence, almost jeopardizes the whole.
Fortunately, however, happier applications of this harmoni-
cally so fruitful device are not far to seek in Elgar's scores, es-
pecially the later ones. The following theme from " The Apostles,"
appropriately marked "mistico," is a fine example of the kind of
mysticism that is not unmindful of the needs of the body and of
the intelligence as well as of the soul.
In the Mountain,- Night- From "The Apostles9
Adagio
The principle is still that of the modulating sequence, but the
application is here not mechanical but freely imaginative. Two
of the one-measure units are in each phrase balanced by a unit
twice as long, so that the rhythm is as a whole far more organic
than in our earlier examples of sequences. Furthermore the purely
'Musical Times, London, May 1, 1911.
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harmonic treatment makes use of unforeseeable relations, so that
the effect of stereotype is successfully evaded. Finally, here is
a theme from the second symphony in which the sequential
principle is still further veiled, so far as harmony is concerned.
Theme from Symphony -No. 2
The harmonic progressions seem here to "shoot," so to speak,
with complete spontaneity; we cannot anticipate whither the
next move will take us, and we get constantly to interesting new
places; yet the unity of the whole, beginning and ending in E-flat1,
prevents any sense of aimless wandering.
The alert student will probably still feel, nevertheless, per-
haps without being able to account in any way for his impres-
sion, that even in these last excerpts there is an unsatisfactory
element, a something that keeps them on a lower level of art,
for all their opaline color, than that of the forthright and trans-
parent "Nimrod." This something, perhaps on the whole Elgar's
most ineradicable fault, is rhythmical "short breath." He gets
away from it, to be sure, in all his finest pages; but except when
his imagination is deeply stirred his melodic line shows the dan-
gerous tendency to fall into short segments, a measure or two in
length, into a configuration of scallops, so to speak, rather than
wide sweeps, exemplified in the three last illustrations. Instead
of flying, it hops. Examples will be found right through his
works, from the second theme of the early overture "Froissart"
to that of the first movement of the Violin Concerto, opus 61.
> Is not Mr. Newman mistaken in stating that thi» theme begin* in G major?
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Second theme of "Froissart"
Second theme of first movement of Violin Concerto
This kind of sing-songiness is as fatal to noble rhythm in
music as it is in poetry—in much of Longfellow, for example;
and the frequency with which Elgar relapses into it suggests
that he has some of the same fatal facility, the tendency to talk
without thinking, which so often kept the American poet below
his best. The parallel might be carried out, if it were worth while,
in some detail. Both men wrote too much, and both are "popular"
in the bad sense as well as the good. The "Pomp and Circum-
stance" Marches are saved, despite the frequent triteness of
their melody, by their buoyant high spirits; but of the vapid
and sentimental "Salut d'Amour," which has sold in the thousands
and been arranged for all possible combinations of instruments,
including two mandolins and a guitar, the less said the better.
Yet it is noteworthy that the very tendency to an over-obvious,
monotonous rhythmic scheme which works for the popularity of
a small piece with the thoughtless and trivial-minded, works
against it in the case of a larger composition which appeals to
the musically serious, and wins its way gradually at best. Thus
Elgar's second symphony, which suffers much more from this
besetting fault than the first, has been less popular for that very
reason. Statistics are significant in such cases. The second
symphony was played twenty-seven times before it was three
years old, a considerable number for so serious a work1; but the
first, called by Nikisch "Brahms's Fifth," a compliment which
could be paid to few other modern symphonies without absurdity,
achieved the almost incredible record of eighty-two performances
in its first year, in such widely scattered places as London, Vienna,
Berlin, Leipsic, Bonn, St. Petersburg, Buda Pest, Toronto, Sydney,
and the United States.1
'Musical Times, January, 1914. •Musical Times, January, 1909.
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Of course it is not intended to account for the wide favor
accorded this symphony by adducing so technical a matter, from
one point of view, as its comparative freedom from a rhythmic
weakness to which its composer is unfortunately peculiarly sub-
ject. What is meant is simply that sing-song balance of short
phrases is often a symptom of superficial feeling, and that, per
contra, elastic, vigorous, and imaginative rhythms are a constant
result, and therefore a reliable evidence, of the emotional ardor
that makes a piece of music live. The A-flat Symphony is a
work intensely felt by the composer, a work that, coming from his
heart, finds its way to the hearts of others. And in this respect,
in its emotional sincerity, earnestness, and subjectivity, it differs
from his other works more in degree than in kind. For in every-
thing Elgar writes there is the preoccupation with inner feeling
which we find in such a composer as Schumann, but from which
most of our contemporaries have turned away. Elgar is an in-
trospective musician, not an externally observant tone-painter like
Strauss. With Vincent d'Indy he is almost alone in remaining
loyal to the spiritual vision in an age more curious than devout.
That this attitude indicates a preference rather than a
limitation is proved by the felicity of the external characterization
in passages scattered all through the choral works, as for instance
the setting of the line "The castle 'gan to rock," cited above,
Three of the "FalstafP themes
v Allegro
0) Grandioso e largamente
from the "Black Knight," the music of the devils in "Gerontius,"
or the scene in "The Apostles" where Peter walks upon the water,
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and even more strikingly in "Falstaff," the composer's single
contribution to program music. Here he frankly takes the
Straussian attitude, and skilfully uses the Straussian methods.
Leading themes, as he tells us in his analysis,1 depict the fat
knight, one "in a green old age, mellow, frank, gay, easy, cor-
pulent, loose, unprincipled, and luxurious" (a); another "cajoling
and persuasive" (b); and a third in his mood of "boastfulness
and colossal mendacity" (c).
These portraits evidently belong to the same gallery as
Strauss's Don Quixote, Sancho Panza (cf. the first quotation),
Till Eulenspiegel, and others; they are sketched in the same
suggestive and telling lines; in the third there is even the same
touch of caricature. The picture of Eastcheap, too, where,
"among ostlers and carriers, and drawers, and merchants, and
pilgrims and loud robustious women, Falstaff has freedom and
frolic," has something of the German composer's brilliant exter-
nality. It should, as Elgar says in his notes, and it does, "chatter,
blaze, glitter, and coruscate." Yet, vivid as all this is, even
here from time to time, notably in the two "interludes," the
composer characteristically withdraws from the turbulent outer
world he has conjured up, to brood upon its spiritual meaning;
and it is noteworthy that after stating in his analysis that "some
lines quoted from the plays are occasionally placed under the
themes to indicate the feeling to be conveyed by the music,"
he immediately adds, "but it is not intended that the meaning
of the music, often varied and intensified, shall be narrowed to a
corollary of these quotations only." This intensification arises,
of course, through the universalizing of all the particulars by
the power of music to express pure emotion.
The same instinctive leaning to introspection is curiously
shown in the Enigma Variations.1 " I have in the Variations,"
writes Elgar in a private letter, "sketched portraits of my friends
—a new idea, I think—that is, in each variation I have looked
at the theme through the personality (as it were) of another
Johnny." The idea was not indeed quite new, however originally
applied, as Schumann had already sketched a number of his
friends in the Carnaval. But what is of much greater import is
that Schumann and Elgar, both introspective temperaments,
go about this business of portrait painting in the same characteris-
tic way—not by recording the external aspects of these "other
Johnnies," but by sympathetically putting themselves at their
1
 Miuical Time*, September, 1013.
* Arranged for piano by the composer. Novello, Ewer, and Company, London.
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points of view and becoming, so to speak, the spokesmen of their
souls. The tender intimateness of Elgar's interpretations is
their supreme charm. Whatever the character portrayed, whether
the tender grace of C. A. E. (Lady Elgar), the caprice of H. D.
S-P., the virile energy of W. M. B., the gossamer delicacy of
Dorabelle, or the nobility of "Nimrod," we feel in each case
that we have for the moment really got inside the personality,
and looked at the world along that unique perspective. Even
in the indescribably lovely Romanza, Variation XJJJL, calling up
the thought of a friend at sea, though programistic devices are
used, the spirit looks away from externalities. Violas in a quietly
undulating rhythm suggest the ocean expanse; an almost inau-
dible tremolo of the drum gives us the soft throb of the engines;
a quotation from Mendelssohn's "Calm Sea and Prosperous
Vogage," in the dreamy tones of the clarinet, complete the story.
Yet "story" it is not—and there is the subtlety of it. Dim sea
and dream-like steamer are only accessories after all. The thought
of the distant friend, the human soul there, is what gently dis-
engages itself as the essence of the music.
In his two symphonies the composer gives us even less en-
couragement to search for detailed programs. I t is true that
the second, bears the motto from Shelley:
Rarely, rarely, comest thou,
Spirit of Delight.
But it will be observed, first, that these lines contain no pictorial
images which would prevent their application to the most purely
emotional music—a symphony of Beethoven, for example; and
second, that even their emotional bearing is somewhat ambiguous,
as we are left in doubt whether it is the Spirit of Delight itself,
or the rareness of its visitations, that we are asked to consider.
Mr. Ernest Newman thinks the former, and finds in the symphony
the "jocundity and sweetness" which characterize English music
from the earliest times. We read in the Musical Times,1 how-
ever, that there is "some disagreement.... with the composer's own
opinion that it is on a totally different psychological plane from
that of the first symphony, and represents a more serene mood,"
although the writer adds that "it is unquestionable that the
themes, even in the slow movement, speak of a lighter heart
and more tranquil emotions." If there is thus room for doubt
even as to the emotional content of the work, no attempt to
read into it a "story" is likely to be successful. Even Mr. Newman,
1
 July, 1911.
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programmist d outrance, is forced in this case to the admission
that
though practically every musical work of any emotional value must
start from this basis [of the composer's life-experience],1 the connection
of it with the external world or with the symbols of the literary and
plastic arts may range through many degrees of vagueness or precision,
according to the psychological build of the composer.
Coming now at last to Elgar's masterpiece, the Symphony*
in A-flat, No. 1, opus 55, first performed under Dr. Hans Richter
at Manchester and at London in December, 1908, we find Elgar's
method at its purest—the preoccupation with spiritual states
and experiences is complete. It is true that this may be the
symphony upon which he was reported nine years earlier to be
at work, and which was to bear the title "Gordon." If this is
the case it shows only that he was moved to musical expression
by the heroism of the great Englishman, as Beethoven was by
that of Napoleon before it transpired that he was a tyrant. The
A-flat Symphony is not for that reason any more program music
than Beethoven's "Eroica." The two are indeed similar in being
throughout profound searchings of the human spirit, highly
dramatic in the vividness of their introspection, but never realistic.
They penetrate to a level far deeper than that of action; they
deal with the emotional springs of action; we may even say that
each suggests a philosophy, since the philosophies, too, are born
of those deep inarticulate emotional attitudes toward life which
only music can voice in their purity.
. This fundamental attitude is in the A-flat Symphony far
more mature and chastened than that of the ebulliently youthful
"Eroica." If we wished to find its analogue in Beethoven (and
it is a high compliment to Elgar to say that there are few other
places we could find it) we should have to go rather to the Ninth
Symphony and to the later sonatas and quartets. It is in essence
the attitude of religious resignation, and has as its constituents
the primary opposition between the ideal and reality, the disap-
pointment, softening, and impersonalizing of the soul by experi-
ence, the reciprocal activity of the soul winning its values out of
experience, and the final reconciliation between them. Of course
it is not meant that these ideas are intellectually formulated in
1
 This premise, which Mr. Newman expands as if it bore directly on the problem
of program music, though true to the verge of truiam, hardly helps us to solve that
Firoblem. The question, it may be said once again, concerns not the composer's stimu-li!, but his method; whether, that U, he works through the suggestion of external
objects or of inner emotional states.
* Arrangement for piano by S. Karg-Elcrt. Novello, Ewer, and Company.
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the music. I t is simply that the music expresses the emotional
states that accompany such universal human experiences, and thus
suggests and at the same time by its beauty transfigures them.
The noble melody in A-flat major with which the symphony
starts, recurring in the finale, and indeed- the nucleus of the
whole work, suggests aspiration, resolute will, the quest of the
Ideal. Everything about it,—its steady movement, its simple,
strong harmonic basis, its finely flexible rhythm, notably free
from the short breath of the composer's less exalted moments,
even its rich and yet quiet tonality of A-flat major, raises it into
a rarefied atmosphere of its own, above the turmoil of every-day
life. With the theme in D minor marked Allegro appassionato,
on the contrary, we are brought rudely down to earth, with all
its confusion, its chaos, its meaningless accidents (note the con-
stant feverish motion of the bass, the phantasmagoric night-
mare harmonies at index letter 7, the increasing restlessness of
the whole passage). Presently more poignant or tender phrases,
(10 and 11) suggest the longing of the spirit for the sweet reason-
ableness of the lost ideal world, and at 12, in the "second theme"
in F major, we do get for a moment a breathing interval of peace.
The beautiful, tender phrase, as of divine pity, beginning in the
fourth measure of 11 and ushering in this theme, should be es-
pecially noticed for its deep expressiveness and its complete
originality. This "phrase of pity," as we shall see, is destined to
play an important part in the structure of the movement. Soon
earlier fragments return, reintroducing the restless mood, the
intensity of the feeling steadily grows, and at 17 we have a
magnificent climax in which the "phrase of pity," much slower
and more emphatic than before, suggests the first crisis of the
struggle.
With the return of the theme of the ideal, now in C major
(18) and in tentative accents, begins the long and complex devel-
opment of the themes. We need not go into detail here, further
than to remark that the strange, devious new theme at 24 seems
almost to have some concrete "meaning," undisclosed by the
composer, and introduces the most baffling element we find
anywhere in the symphony. The development proceeds much
upon it. At 32 begins the recapitulation of themes of the orthodox
sonata-form, treated freely and with many interesting modifi-
cations. The climax recurs at 44, now impressively amplified.
Even finer is the gradual but irresistible return of the fundamental
theme, the "Ideal," and its triumphant statement through 49,
50, and 51. The sinister, groping theme returns, however, seeming
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to darken the atmosphere as when clouds come over the sun.
The "Ideal" theme is heard in faltering, uncertain accents, and
reaches, just before 55, a timid cadence on the tone C. Now
comes one of the most exquisite things, not only in this symphony,
but in modern music. While the clarinet holds this C, reached
in the original key of A-flat major, the muted strings, high and
tenuous, in the remote key of A minor, like voices from another
world, gently breathe the "phrase of pity." I t is magical. With
fine dignity of pace they reach the tone C, whereupon we are
again quietly but conclusively brought back to A-flat, and with
a single plucked bass note the chord of the clarinets sinks to
silence.
End of First Movement, First Symphony
n
m
The two middle movements of the symphony, Allegro molto
(the scherzo) and Adagio, are played without intervening pause
and conceived together. From the point of view both of form and
of content their treatment is of exceeding interest. Structurally
they form an inset between the first movement and the finale,
contrasting sharply with them in key as well as in melodic material,
embodying as they do the "sharp" keys (F-sharp minor and D
major) in opposition to the A-flat major and D minor of the others.
After this inset has been completed, the earlier themes and keys
return in the finale and round out the cycle projected by the
first movement. Thus the symphony as a whole consists of
two interlocking systems—a scheme of structure which gives it
both variety and unity in the highest degree.
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The scherzo begins with a racing, eagerly hurrying theme,
staccato, in the violins, in the fastest possible tempo. Together
with a more vigorous, barbarically insistent tune to which it
presently (59) gives place, it seems a musical expression of the
forward-looking, all-conquering spirit of youth. These themes
are separately elaborated, are displaced for a while by a quieter
Trio, and finally return with renewed vigor, and at last in com-
bination (75). And now, as coda, comes one of the most remark-
able passages of the Symphony. The racing theme returns (82),
but now pianissimo, mysterious, shorn of its pristine exuberance.
It hesitates, halts, seems to lose faith in itself. It reappears in
the more sombre key of F minor, instead of F-sharp minor,
and with abated pace (84). A little later it sobers to a still quieter
movement, in eighth notes, (86), then (87) to quarter notes, and
at last (90) the clarinets give it out in a movement eight times
slower than the original headlong dash. Indeed, the rhythm seems
about to fail entirely when, with a change of key to D major,
and of time to Adagio, we hear the identical notes of the original
theme, sung now with broad deliberation by the violins, com-
pletely transfigured in meaning.
Thus begins the slow movement with the coming of maturity,
the taming of the blood, the sadness of self-acquaintance no longer
to be postponed. The excitement of unlimited possibilities gives
place to the sober recognition of limitations. Poignant grief
there is here, unanswered questioning, moments of passionate
despair. But with the beautiful and thoroughly Elgarian theme
at 96 begins to creep in the spirit of resignation to the inevitable,
and of divine pity for human failure, born of this bitter self-
discovery. From this point on is heard unmistakably the deeper
note of religious consolation, reaching full expression at last in
the melody marked Molio espressivo e sostmuto, one of the noblest,
profoundest, and most spiritual that Elgar has conceived, with
which the movement ends.
The finale opens with a slow introduction, intended partly
to direct our attention back to the first movement and partly to
forecast the strains destined to complete the cycle which it began.
We hear the mysterious groping theme first heard in its develop-
ment and fragments of the "Ideal." Especial emphasis is laid,
however, on a marchlike tune, given out by bassoons and low
strings at the sixth measure, and on an aspiring phrase for clarinet
(measures 10-11) peculiar to the present movement. The pre-
vailing mood here, both in the main theme with its emphatic
interlocking rhythms (the opening Allegro) and in the second
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theme at 114, with its buoyant triplets recalling the finale of
Brahms's third symphony, is energetic will. This seems to merge
in jubilant achievement in the march-like theme of the intro-
duction at its reSntrance at 118. For a moment, to be sure,
doubt as to this triumph seems to be suggested by a rather halting
version of the "Ideal" (129) and by a pondering version of the
march theme (130). But with the return of the main themes of
the movement at its recapitulation, beginning at 134 and now
inflected towards A-flat, the radical tonality of the whole sym-
phony, the mood of vigorous volition revives, and from now on
to the splendid reassertion, by the full orchestra, in its richest
sonorities, of the theme of the "Ideal," all is one long climax.
It is hard to see how any candid student can deny the great-
ness of this symphony. If only for the stoutness of its structure,
the grasp with which tl»e fundamental principles of musical
form are seized, however the details have to be modified to suit
the occasion, and for the richness and variety of its treatment
of orchestral coloring, it would hold a conspicuous place among
modern orchestral works. But of course these things are only
means; the end of music is expression. It is, then, to the fact
that the symphony gives eloquent voice to some of the deepest,
most sacred, and most elusive of human feelings that we must
attribute its real importance. That it does this at a time when
most musicians are looking outward rather than inward, and
incline to value sensuous beauty above thought, and vividness
above profundity, gives us all the more reason for receiving it
with gratitude, and finding in it a good omen for the future.
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